Psychosocial and socioeconomic risk factors for premature death in young people with type 1 diabetes.
Mortality from acute diabetes-related events is greatly raised in young adults with type 1 diabetes. Psychosocial and socioeconomic risk factors are examined for deaths from acute events separately from deaths due to other causes. This study had a nested case-control design. The cases were patients from the Diabetes UK cohort who died before age 40 years. Deaths were categorized as acute events or chronic conditions related to diabetes. Where possible, two matched control subjects were selected for each case. Data relating to psychosocial and socioeconomic factors and variables related to diabetes complications were extracted from the case notes. Risks of death were estimated by calculation of odds ratios (ORs). Case notes were obtained for 98 case and 137 control subjects. Fifty-one deaths were attributed to acute causes, 34 to chronic conditions related to diabetes, and the remaining 13 were unrelated to diabetes. Living alone (OR 4.4), past drug abuse (5.7), and previous psychiatric referral (4.6) were all significantly associated with death from acute events but not death from chronic conditions. There was no association between deaths from acute events and nephropathy, hypertension, neuropathy, or retinopathy, although all of these were associated with deaths from chronic conditions. The results indicate that psychosocial factors are powerful risk factors for mortality from acute events in patients with type 1 diabetes, although not for mortality from chronic conditions. The data enable the identification of a high-risk group suitable for targeting with preventive measures to reduce acute event mortality.